Humanity is Divine (Jinrui Soku Kami Nari)

What I speak, think, and do are only for humanity — only for the happiness of humanity, only for the peace of humanity, only for the awakening of humanity. Therefore, in all that concerns me, my words, thoughts and actions are beyond any selfishness, ego or conflict. All that exists is the universe itself, light itself, truth itself, and God itself.

Any disasters, environmental pollution, hunger or diseases taking shape on earth occur only in the process of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari: manifesting God within humanity.

Wars and ethnic and religious conflicts happening in the world also occur in the process of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari: manifesting God within humanity.

Thus, I do not hold any criticism, blame, or judgment toward any incidents, circumstances, news, or information on earth; toward various ways of living, thoughts, and actions of humanity, or toward innovations that have intruded into the divine sphere through limited human knowledge. I do not associate myself with these things, understanding that they occur only in the process of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari: manifesting God within humanity.

I intently continue giving the infinite love, forgiveness, and mercy of God to humanity. And until the time when all of humanity awaken to their divine truth, I continue forming the IN of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari on behalf of each human being.